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Abstract

Meer dan 25.000 joden werden tussen 1942 en 1944 gedeporteerd uit België via de Dossinkazerne. Vaak is een
paspoortfoto het enige beeld van een persoon dat de oorlog overleeft. In Kazerne Dossin is er een muur vol zulke foto’s,
een monument dat de oorlogsslachtoffers herdenkt. Met het project ‘Give Them A Face’ gaat Kazerne Dossin
systematisch op zoek naar de nog ontbrekende gezichten. De paspoortfoto’s worden gedigitaliseerd en zijn
raadpleegbaar in online archieven. Een deel van meer dan 200 foto’s die in 2018 werden toegevoegd aan de muur,
werden gescand en gefotografeerd in het FelixArchief te Antwerpen. Die foto’s kwamen uit de vreemdelingendossiers
van de gedeporteerden. Deze vreemdelingendossiers vormen een bron van extra informatie die niet uit de foto alleen af
te lezen valt.
Door middel van een fenomenologisch onderzoek wordt nader bekeken hoe de beelden en hun context zich tot
elkaar verhouden. Met de degeneratie van het fysieke dossier is de geboorte van het digitale in het leven geroepen.
Doorheen vier casussen wordt een waaier van standpunten aangehaald: elk dossier heeft specifieke kenmerken die een
andere blik van de lezer vragen. Gaande van een objectieve, neutrale tot een subjectieve kijk, achtergrondkennis
indachtig. De som van de vier casussen is geen categorisch verdict, maar eerder een vraagstelling met optie tot verder
onderzoek naar de perceptie en representatie van paspoortfoto’s in het kader van de herdenking van de Shoah.

Sleutelwoorden: vreemdelingendossier - paspoortfoto - Wereldoorlog II - Shoah - connotatie - oorlogsmuseum
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Foreword

My engagement with these delicate materials have made me humble, speechless and outraged. At a certain point the
stories infiltrated in my dreams. No words can articulate what a nightmare the Shoah must have been. I am extremely
grateful to have been able to study such impressive and moving subject matter.

I would like to express my sincere gratitude for the willingness and helpfulness of Werner Pottier from FelixArchief, who
trusted me with fragile and unique archival material and made it possible for me to conduct my research smoothly.
Many thanks to Dorrit Van Camp, who made sure that everything was at my disposal in FelixArchief in absence of
Werner.
I am much obliged to Dorien Styven, who helped me in my pursuit of extra information at Kazerne Dossin.

I would like to thank my promotor, Paolo Favero, for helping me throughout the process of this thesis. I truly appreciate
his guidance and patience during the year.
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1

Introduction

This thesis focuses on the representational and evocative capacity of pictures through a personal reading of passport
files, consisting of both photographic portraits and administrational data. More precisely, the research investigates
photographs with a painful sociological and historical context. The core subject of this study is a selection of four
individual cases out of more than 240 immigrants’ passport pictures in the city archive of Antwerp, FelixArchief, in relation
to their respective contextual data. Four files are analyzed in-depth. They are connected because they are part of the
latest addition of 272 portraits to the memorial wall of Kazerne Dossin in Mechelen, 240 of which I scanned and
photographed at FelixArchief.
The contextual data that surrounds these passport files can be found in the immigrant’s administrative case that
is present at FelixArchief. They are conventionally called ‘alien’s files’, of which the translation in Dutch is
‘vreemdelingendossiers’. In the light of the mournful historical events that surround these files, a less pejorative
terminology is required. In the rest of this thesis, alien’s files will be referred to as ‘immigrant’s file’ or simply ‘immigration
file’ by lack of a more neutral alternative. In 2019, the same denigrating terminology is still used in the official
administration of immigrants.
Kazerne Dossin is since 2012 a Memorial, Museum and Documentation Centre on the Holocaust and Human
Rights. It is located next to the former transit camp of Mechelen through which many Belgian immigrants and Jews were
deported to concentration camps during World War II. Together with the city archive of Antwerp, they search for the
missing portraits on their memorial wall, which depicts all the people that were deported through Mechelen. In 2018, a
match with missing passport files was found in the archive of FelixArchief, thus adding more than 240 new faces to the
memorial. This whole project of the memorial portraits bears the title ‘Give Them A Face’.
I scanned these passport portraits to digitalize the images for FelixArchief and in order for them to be sent to
Kazerne Dossin. At the time I was not aware that these photographs would become my field of study. Surely, I was
interested in and moved by the material I was engaging with, but I did not yet look at the passports and administrative
files with the exact same mindset as an academic researcher would. My point of view was that of an archiver and a
photographer: aiming to render the best possible image from the given passport. It needs to be said that my primary goal
was to deliver high quality portraits to Kazerne Dossin for their memorial wall, so I was not yet conscious about
conducting this research almost one year later. Some portraits or written information nevertheless stayed in my mind and
provide for an interesting reading.
The practice of digitalizing these passport portraits made it possible for me to engage deeply with the subject on
a daily basis. And today it opens up the possible angles through which I can focus on my research. Different readings of
specific cases lead to a more general conclusion about the perception and representation of these passport portraits.
Based on historical and photographical literature, this study was phenomenologically conducted through
autoethnography. The historical elements focus on the history of Antwerp and World War II and the history of the
passport in itself. Photographical notions come from well-known authors as Barthes, Flusser and Husserl. The latter also
provides for inspiration on the part of the phenomenology in this research.
The analysis of four particular cases aims to conceive a greater understanding of the passport portraits and their
whereabouts. Their respective environments disclose how they are perceived and represented in history, archives and
memorial monuments.
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2

Theoretical framework

I believe that multiple viewpoints on this subject matter are possible. Therefore the main focus of this research will
depend on the studied material. This does not entirely exclude other angles, but allows for other approaches to become
secondary, additional resources. Three intertwined perspectives constitute the theoretical background of this study: a
historical angle, a memorial (and mourning) one and lastly one that focuses on a philosophy of photography.

2.1

A historical point of view
2.1.1

The events surrounding the archival files

The historical framework of this thesis is heavily based upon Herman Van Goethem’s 1942: Het jaar van de stilte [1942:
A year of silence]. His writings offer a unique insight in the events of 1942 in Antwerp. This book was published early in
2019 and shows a multi-biographical diary of what took place 77 years ago when Belgium was occupied by naziGermans and 25.846 Jews, Roma and Sinti were deported through the Dossin Barracks. For this work, Van Goethem
studied many administrative files from FelixArchief and was from 2009 till 2012 curator of Kazerne Dossin.
World War II conveys many different impressions that are imprinted in our collective memory: key dates are put
emphasis on in history classes, students learn them by heart. Among such crucial and spectacular events are the
German Blitzkrieg in 1940 and D-Day in June 1944. Those two big happenings, at the beginning and at the end of the
war, are easily referred to. Other events were happening over a longer, less defined period of time and are thus less
remembered, or may be seen as not as memorable because things were happening more silently. Precisely this silence
makes 1942 an important year, an utterly dramatic year. (Van Goethem, 2019)
Van Goethem focuses in his book 1942: A year of silence on the less spectacular, but equally dramatic daily
happenings instead. Not the big war battles or bombings are the outstanding scenes that take place in this history book,
but rather the cloudy year is described meticulously day by day. The growing precautions that were made to facilitate the
exclusion and deportation of Jews from the city via Mechelen were spread over bigger periods of time. It was enabled by
the system and administration, even though people were unsure what to do: collaborate or defy the occupation regime.
1942 was the decisive year in which people had to choose sides (Van Goethem, 2019).
However, resistance in Antwerp was meager compared to what resisters were accomplishing in Brussels and
Liège. The role of Antwerp’s mayor during the war, Leo Delwaide, is considerably large as other cities did not cooperate
as much. Together with chief officer Gustaaf Zwaenepoel, he even reorganized the personnel of the city’s police force to
promote collaborating officers. Bearing such political decisions in mind, it is obvious that the Jewish community in
Antwerp was facing an unfortunate turn of events. Raids were organized with the help of the local police, speeding up the
ambitions of the German occupier. From the Dossin Barracks, an SS-Sammellager, right between Antwerp and Brussels
more than 25.000 Jews and 354 gypsies were deported between August 1942 and July 1944. Among them more than
10.000 Jews from Antwerp. Five percent came back alive, mostly men between twenty and fifty (Van Goethem, 2019).
Both the statute of the public administration of migrants of Antwerp during World War II and the city archive now
are specific instances that wield a certain power over these images. Authorities extended this power beyond the
photographs: it was atrociously exerted to the person whom the portrait depicts. The position of Antwerp, its
administration, its police force and the extent of their facilitating cooperation or resistance are profoundly discussed in
Van Goethem’s work which offers a deeper understanding of these authorities. For more legislative background of law
decrees and other governmental decisions I turned to Gewillig België (van Doorslaer, 2007), the end report of a study
that was conducted by the Centre for Historical Research and Documentation on War and Contemporary Society
(CEGESOMA). It sums up the measures that were taken during WWII and how they affected Jewish individuals and
communities in particular.
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2.1.2

The history of passport portraits

Apart from the 20th-century developments in politics and administration, the provenance of the passport portrait
originates from the 19th century. Ever since the invention of photography in 1839, portraiture has been a popular
subdivision of the medium. With photography came a new perspective on the recording or memorizing of history, crime,
judicial matters, thanks to the indexicality that is so inherent to the medium. In Foucault’s footsteps, Bate (2007)
maintains that photography and the archive have had a close connection from early on. By the 1850s, ‘the intellectually
engaged were obsessed with the possibilities of classification, whether it is upon butterflies, flowers, ancient texts, the ill,
the insane or criminal or colonial “natives”’(Lashmar, 2014: 68). The archival possibilities of the photographic medium
soon proved to be useful for many institutions.

Whether it was (or is) an institution that wants to categorize its objects through photographs (…) or whether it is
through individual photographers who construct a taxonomy of objects through their photographs (…) the aim is
always the same: to provide a corpus of images that represent – and can be consulted about – a specific object.
This means that photographs are almost always to be found within the conception of practice as an
‘archive’. (Bate, 2007: 3)

However, passports did not systematically have photographic portraits from as early as 1839. Different countries applied
different standards for their passports: France was a pioneer as it had established a passport system since before the
Revolution in 1789 (Lloyd, 2003). Other countries followed later, yet differences still existed regarding the standards of
the use and parameters of the passport. Both France and Belgium were quite adamant in their regulations towards
foreigners and required passports for newcomers. Britain, on the contrary, did not demand passports of foreigners in
order for them to enter the country. Until 1915, British authorities did not require a description of an Englishman’s
physiognomy. The British public would dislike the thought of having a passport, as the existence of this very document
‘implied that the bona-fides of an English gentleman could ever be put in doubt’ (Lloyd, 2003: 5). Already at the beginning
of its constitution, the passport inclines to have negative connotations.
This, together with the obsession of 19th century bureaucracy to classify and archive, creates a close sibling to
the passport portrait: the mugshot. In fact, mugshots were more common before passport images were required by most
countries and monarchies; ‘some experts say that the first photographs used for law enforcement were probably taken of
prisoners in Belgium in 1843 and 1844, possibly so that the prisoners could be identified if they committed other crimes
after being released’ (Kennedy, 2006). Passport portraits found their origin elsewhere, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. In
1876, Photographer William Notman introduced a photo identification system for a whole exhibition’s employees and
exhibitors: a ‘photographic ticket’ (Hall, 1993). With the first mugshot in 1843 and the first passport identification in 1876,
it is accurate to state that both types of images, as they are both administrative, archival and identifying, are intrinsically
connected. An immigrant’s passport did not often include a photograph in Belgium before 1918 (Caestecker, 2009: 10).
Their connection is further explored by Lashmar, who continues to say that the ‘passport photograph often
serves the purpose of the mugshot though usually needs text to provide the meaning’ (2014, 62). Text, then, offers
knowledge and adds layers of meaning behind the picture. As aforementioned, the use of photography had been
embedded in systems of classification in order to prove and archive artifacts or colonized people. After the first World
War, photography offers a different kind of colonizing as people from certain races, religions and ethnic backgrounds are
target of a new type of mugshot. Lashmar elaborates on how Nazis photographed their victims inside the camps in order
to classify them as impure, lesser, Untermensch. This kind of portraiture photography supposedly provided for a
‘scientific basis of a concept that an entire race, the Jews, is criminal and morally debased’ (Lashmar, 2014: 74).
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2.2

A memorial point of view

The reason why these images have such a high archival value is not only because such information is scarce or because
they are sometimes the only still existing image of a person. It is foremost the outrageous historical circumstances in
which these images reside and with which they are inseparably intertwined that add an extra layer of fragility and
importance. A painful history is linked to the subject matter and subsequently asks for an emphatic reading to express
this aspect considerably. Concerning the historical horror in which these passport pictures find themselves, I took to DidiHuberman (2003), on photographs made inside Auschwitz, and Susan Sontag (2003), on looking at painful and conflict
images, to identify the passport photos as mourning pictures and war pictures. Even though the passports were not
made to depict the atrocities of war, they are in many cases the only surviving image of that person, thus representing
more than what could ever have been the photographer’s aim. What is visible, what is transcended and what is ultimately
represented or perceived, can be quite contrasting. It seems again that in this delicate field the historical relevance of
these passport pictures is most explicit, because they function as mourning portraits on the memorial wall of Kazerne
Dossin. A shift can be made from the archival image to the memorial image and vice versa.
The images are some sort of silent witnesses: they represent a person, they are a token of their identity and
ultimately they bear the memory of that person. Agamben (1999) makes a division between different kinds of testimonies.
The term ‘testimony’ stems etymologically from terstis in Latin, meaning the third party, the neutral person in between two
adverse parties in a lawsuit. But Agamben mentions another Latin term too: superstes, which means ‘survivor’. This
rather means that a person has born witness of something from beginning to end and is its survivor. Agamben links this
notion to Primo Levi, a witness and survivor of Auschwitz. Levi, whose testimony If This Is a Man is widely spread, has
lived through and was affected by what he witnessed.
In contrast to what the archive images correspond to in real life, they are objects that would rather fit in
Agamben’s first category of a testimony, as a third party, a neutral instance that stands outside the two opposing parties.
If anything, their goal too is to testify of past events. But they were particularly recorded to serve the memory of the cities’
administration and to do so in an objective, neutral manner. However, the extent of this neutrality can be disputed, as I
mentioned above when introducing the work of Herman Van Goethem on the year 1942. In an extended way, the archival
images are used as a personal and collective monument in memory of those deported from the Dossin Barracks.
The documents are not necessarily detached from external, human and therefore subjective factors. Ernst Van
Alphen (2014) describes the photograph both as an archival record and as an archive in itself. Through classification, the
image as an archival document can be overpowered by the archive. Yet, if read as an autonomous archive, the
photographic image carries elements to be classified in itself too (Van Alphen, 2014). This ambiguous status of the
photograph within the archive might also be looked upon through semiotics, more precisely, through the ideas of
denotation and connotation within photography by Roland Barthes (1977).

2.3

A photographic point of view

The photographs in this archive are always accompanied by surrounding data, albeit in the form of a signature, a
passport booklet, or because a letter provides more insight. Textual data and visual — here solely photographic — data
are being looked at simultaneously. This means that the textual data might add extra context to the images. E.g. it tells
where and when a person was born and what their name is. In his writings on the photographic message, Barthes
elaborates on the possible codes that are embedded and added to a photographic image. This unmitigated image has a
denotative and a connotative reading. Denotation focuses on the analogous, objective, neutral message that aims to
translate reality as transparently as possible. Connotation is the secondary message that is added through choices of the
image-maker, communicating a subjective stance (Barthes, 1977: 19).
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As the selection of photographs is always accompanied with some text, however little, it is worth stripping the
portraits from their connotation. After all, this surrounding text is most certainly a form of connotation as ‘the text
constitutes a parasitic message designed to connote the image’ (Barthes, 1977: 25). The accompanying text — or
context if you will — corrupts the photographic image, leaving presumably maybe only one (partial) interpretation
possible. Yet formerly, the image was used to realize, to depict the written text. Traditionally, ‘the image functioned as an
episodic return to denotation’ from a text, steering the connoted words into one direction of interpretation, denoting it from
the superfluous connotative possibilities (Barthes, 1977: 25). But this tradition has ceased with the advent of
photography: it is now the image that needs denoting, or clarification, hence a text is added to ‘rationalize the
image’ (Barthes, 1977: 25).
In Towards a Philosophy of Photography Vilém Flusser continues by saying that ‘texts do not signify the world;
they signify the images they tear up’ (1983, 11). Flusser explains a dichotomy in history between a textolatry period in
which text was being worshipped and an idolatry period in which imagery is worshipped. Shifts have happened
throughout history in which magical traditions (and prehistoric images) made way for linear writing (and historic images),
and in which, more recently, the invention of photography marked the change of our linear into a programmatic worldview
(and post-historical images). In images we see what something looks like, the accompanying text is just a list of
‘instructions as to how we are to see’ or read the image according to a certain programme (Flusser, 1983: 62). E.g.
press, museum, government, or another institute’s or authority’s program.
Text is thus a metacode for images, connoting, influencing and interpreting them for its reader. And the
photograph itself is no longer a historical image, but a post-historical one, which sets ‘linear texts into the image’ (Flusser,
2002: 126). The photograph has made images shift from being illustrations or illuminations to becoming a text in itself, a
pamphlet, a stream of information. Moreover, photography demands that image-makers are technicians, making
photographs the first ‘technical’ images (Flusser, 2002: 127-128). Considering this, how should we read passport
portraits?
A shift to the computable, the calculable was already happening before the invention of photography, says Flusser (2002,
128). Nowadays, this numerical and mathematical aspect of the latest worldview has become evident with the rise of
computers, the Internet, smartphones, digital cameras and much more. Yet the pre-digital photographic image is
numerical too, as the light-sensitive particles cluster into dots and its chemicals are subject to laws and formulas.
Philosophically speaking, Flusser treats the digital and analogue photograph equally, as their essence is numerical. But
there are differences between the digital and analogue nonetheless.
An investigation of the contrast between the digital and the analogue photograph (‘digital’ here meaning the
digitalized document and ‘analogue’ the material archival counterpart) might offer a closer look at the processes of
scanning— Flusser’s term for delving into the image and interpreting or decoding its connotations (1983). This consists
of a reading of what is present within the image and one might wonder whether different connotations are perceived in
either state of the photograph. The surrounding text of the passports and immigration files is the connotative text, the
meta-code. Husserl’s notions about image consciousness (2005) are indispensable to decode these layers within the
image:

We have three objects: 1) the physical image, the physical thing made from canvas, marble, and so on; 2) the
representing or depicting object; and 3) the represented or depicted object. For the latter, we prefer to say
simply ‘image subject’; for the first object, we prefer ‘physical image’ for the second, ‘representing image’ or
‘image object’. (Husserl, 2005: 21)
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Husserl explains that an image and what is represented in it is bound to have differences with that which it originally
depicts; this is how image consciousness is born (2005, 20). The translation that happens through the photographic
medium is not at all transparent, but rather affects and transforms the ‘object meant’ into a subject that ‘does not appear
in the proper sense’ (Husserl, 2005: 20). Three layers of image consciousness can be distinguished according to
Husserl: 1) the physical image, 2) the image object and 3) the (connoted) image subject. I would like to define these
distinctions as a) what can be sensed (touched, smelled, bodily) b) what can be seen (objectively, retinal) and c) what
can be understood (subjectively, cerebral). The circumstances regarding the physical object are ambiguous in this study
as the physical or analogue file is accompanied by a digital one. Sepia-tone paper is opposed to a luminous electronic
screen. This twofold look at the physical object offers different possible readings of the portraits.
But, as aforementioned, sometimes an immigration file might lack an image and demands for an alternative
point of view. In such a case, W.J. Mitchell’s (1994) definition of ekphrasis would become a fundamental tool to
comprehend the archival document: text, context and other sensory data become the means to construct an image. The
unstable status of an image as according to Kracauer, would be another opening into comprehending the (present)
photographs. Here the focus lies on the contrast between what images represent and what one memorizes, for Kracauer
believes that ‘memory-images are at odds with photographic representation’ (1993). In fact, Kracauer makes the same
division Flusser makes in his magical or mythical worldview when images were based on memory (e.g. cave paintings),
versus the numerical photographic images which visualize reality rather than imagine it.
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Methodological framework

3.1

Autoethnography

As this study is first and foremost a personal reading of passport photos, autoethnography is the major pillar on which
this research is based, combining ‘charasteristics of autobiography and ethnography’ (Ellis & Bochner, 2011: 275).
It is custom in this method that the researcher assembles his or her knowledge in hindsight, just as would an
autobiographer. But because this phenomenological way of conceiving knowledge is not only focused on describing, it
also tends to analyze and interpret the lived experiences (Ellis & Bochner, 2011). Both through the memories of my first
experience with the material and my later encounters with the archival files, I aim to construct a coherent whole of my
reading of the passport photos. In other words: I will adhere a bottom-up approach to tackle the information that I
encounter by writing down how I perceive and experience both the digital and physical files and their differences.
This process starts by describing what I read, touch and feel in the digital and physical archive. Subconsciously,
I am already selecting at this point, because of what I do or do not mention and how I describe the encounters. It is
important to note that this is all colored by my very own life-world. This method, already, offers a very personal and
filtered depiction of the files because my background makes me note and neglect or ignore things undoubtedly. Another
person would surely have an alternative reading. Nevertheless is this phenomenological way of conducting research a
suitable, qualitative method for this type of material to be studied.
I took to Edmund Husserl for guidance in phenomenological approaches: consciously seeing what is intentional,
what is selected and why, what is grasped and perceived. Through bracketing (or in Greek: epoché), a study can be
carried out with delay of judgment until all phenomena are analyzed. This process demands that no personal bias,
theoretical inclination or contextual prejudice are involved on the part of the researcher (Husserl, 2012). This seems an
impossible thing to control entirely, yet I strive to at least be self-conscious and cautious about my analysis.
In order for this autoethnography to succeed in its objective, the study does not just end at the analysis, after
having stated my personal experience and having them linked to the literature. Rather, the autoethnographer has to keep
in mind how another would perceive and experience the same material (Ellis & Bochner, 2011). In other words, my
personal experience should broaden and clarify the understanding of certain cultural facets, here being the
understanding of the past and present use and manifestation of passport pictures that are intrinsically linked to World
War II. Through personal analysis, a wider analysis becomes possible and sheds light on this part of culture for both
insiders and outsiders (Ellis & Bochner, 2011).

3.2

Mind-walking in detours

Taking in mind the requirements for phenomenological research, and being conscious about the fact that the subject of
this study is surrounded by a historically sorrowful aura, I wish to strip my thoughts from any mis- or preconceptions. In
order to look at the material with an open mind, I took guidance in the works of Paul Stoller and Tim Ingold.
Stoller offers an approach of meandering and detours: not a straight path or highway to the truth, but rather a
slow, intuitive, progress to discovery. He suggests ‘that detours are the paths that lead us to the realm of ‘negative
capability’, paths that ethnographers clearly need to take to set themselves straight with the world as it is (Stoller, 1989:
145, emphasis by Stoller). The term ‘negative capability’ is based on the writings of poet John Keats who admired
Shakespeare for his capacity to be uncertain, mysterious, doubtful, unreasonable, irrational. This negative capability,
then, is extended by Stoller to the field of sciences, and ethnography in particular. As this study handles delicate subject
matter, it is a rational decision to deal with this study in a considerably cautious way. I.e. not searching for the truth — the
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one and only—, but rather conveying a more kaleidoscopic view which allows more possible interpretations: there is
room for doubt or unsolvable questions.
While meandering through the subject matter, both digitally and physically, different senses are called upon.
Sight and touch are the primary gateways for perceiving the particular files. But when do we really see? Ingold maintains
that the pedestrian ‘watches and looks, but only sees when the results of this watching and looking, somehow fixed in the
forms of images, are subjected to a subsequent process of interpretation’ (2010: 15; Ingold’s emphasis). When I was
scanning and photographing the passport pictures, months before the start of this research, I did not have the same
ambition to interpret what I saw. Nevertheless, I can still recollect small selections of all the different files. I have looked
at all of them, yet I did not see them as a part of an interpretation or analysis. I will instinctively analyze what I encounter,
as I am surely guided by my previous confrontation. Conclusively, examine them with the theories I mentioned above.
The main source of my research is a set of more than two hundred migrant’s files that were consulted in
FelixArchief, thanks to the courtesy of Werner Pottier, content management team leader at the archive. Out of this large
amount of different files, I have selected four individual cases which illustrate either a telescopic or panoramic view:
depending on the file, emphasis is put on materiality, biography, administration, politics, etc. Some source documents
stem from Kazerne Dossin, offering sometimes other, more personal data than the official administrative, archival files.
This background information is different for each individual case, but grants valuable insight into the lives behind the
faces. It sometimes can change the look at and the understanding of the person behind the official file and renders them
less administrative, less numerical, less abstract or faraway and more human altogether. This is especially visible when a
personal letter is connected to a person.
This means, of course, that it is the material which I come upon and am confronted by that leads this research
in a certain direction. A general look at where I find which materials is presented. In the following table is presented
where the subject matter resides exactly — which archive consists of what, as the institutions that hold the files are
connected to different notions and function differently. The core of my research is found at the city archive of Antwerp: the
selection consists of more than two hundred migrant’s files from FelixArchief. As I mentioned before, extra information
such as transportation lists, occasional letters, or biographical stories offer a different insight in the human being behind
the passport image. Extra information is rarely a given, as for many of the people behind the files it was only stated in
1946 or later that they did not come back from the camps. If a whole family perished in the war, such enlightening
elements are often missing. But if the information is present, it changes the perspective on a file, a face or a family
dramatically.
Ultimately, this study presents not all selected portraits and their accompanying files. Out of the large selection,
a few particular cases will be featured explicitly. These cases are chosen mostly because they are either illustrative or
critical in regard to the bigger scope of the more than two hundred passport files. It is reasonable to state that
commenting on all cases would be an unproductive thing to do. Therefore, the following chapters discuss certain
individual examples, the choice of which will evidently be justified. A (self-)reflecting recapitulation is embedded in or
follows after these respective cases and, in conclusion, the cases and their analysis are applied to corresponding
theories as an illustration or critique.
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FelixArchief

Kazerne Dossin

Other

Malka Goldman (4.1)

Immigration files

List of transportation

1942 (Van Goethem), Yad Vashem,
Belgian Official Journal

Caun-Simons (4.2)

Immigration files

Lists of transportation

Joods Monument, Belgian Official
Journal

Emma Becker (4.3)

Immigration files

X

United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum (ushmm), Belgian Official
Journal

Minnie Gosher (4.4)

Immigration files

Letters, extra administrative
information

X
Table 1
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4

Analysis

4.1

Malka Goldman

In Van Goethem’s book on 1942 is at least one image of a passport portrait that I digitalized. I stumbled upon the portrait
of Malka Goldman by coincidence: while having opened the book randomly before searching the right page, I met with
eyes I had seen before (fig. 1). A strange feeling, an Unheimlichkeit is evoked when I recognized her face, while I did not
know her story. The heavy book laid open just like that, on page 163. Her portrait is in the middle of the page and is cut
to a more convenient size for the publication. Van Goethem tells what happened to her on Friday 7th of August 1942.
Families are being torn apart, women are sent to one country to work, while their husbands have to work in another
country. The Jewish Council of Antwerp is looking into these matters as they are happening.
Malka Goldman is 36, a widow and lives in Van Den Nestlei with her two daughters: Mirjam and Sarah
Aberbach, who are nine and six years old. Malka has received a letter, calling her to present herself in Mechelen. She
does as she is told and appears with her two daughters (Van Goethem, 2019: 163). The train convoy takes all three of
them to Auschwitz. They do not come back. The Belgian Official Journal of May 1956 surmises their deaths between
August 11 and 21 in Auschwitz.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

The passport portrait of Malka was found in the immigrant’s file of her mother, Rywka Apperman, at FelixArchief. At first, I
had scanned this file, but the portraits of both Malka and her mother were not sufficient and were showing what is called
‘silver mirroring’ (fig. 2). This a form of deterioration of the photographic surface in silver-based photography prints and
film. ‘It obscures image details and disrupts the spatial continuity from highlight to shadow’ (Chen, 2001). Especially
darker parts are affected, as can be seen in the blueish luster in the portrait of Rywka Apperman, above Malka in fig. 2.
The case of Malka Goldman in particular caught my attention: I had been engaged with her portrait, after
scanning I also photographed it in order to preserve the image digitally without its extreme silver mirroring. Her mother’s
immigrant file does not show that Malka has two daughters or a husband, simply because the file dates from 1926, while
she only married to her partner in 1928. The father of her children is Arje Aberbach, born in 1903. The transportation list
in Kazerne Dossin shows she embarked convoy II together with her Sarah and Mirjam, and has an extra indication under
Malka’s name: veuve de épouse ABERBACH, Arje. This document shows that Malka was a widow at the time of her
embarkment in the second convoy (fig. 3). However, different sources than FelixArchief and Kazerne Dossin, namely Yad
Vashem and Klarsfeld (1978), show that Arje Aberbach was deported with convoy 25 from Drancy, France on August 28,
1942. It leaves me wondering why his wife’s transportation list, dated 5 August 1942, declares him deceased.
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Fig. 3

Malka Goldman’s portrait is a portrait from before she was married, as she was registered together with her mother in the
administration of Antwerp. A later portrait, found in the marriage file together with Arje Aberbach shows her two years
later. She wears her hair slightly different, in a shorter and more curly fashion (fig. 5 compared to fig. 4). In order to have
a more accurate image of Malka Goldman, the last surviving portrait of her would rather be fig. 5. She is wearing a fur or
scarf or shawl with a furry look which makes her image altogether more rich, as she is wearing something more
indistinctive in the former portrait: a dark-colored blouse is shown. The top of her hair is covered by the overlapping
image of her mother’s portrait. It is policy of FelixArchief that all image borders are digitalized in order to avoid possible
discussion and to render a complete as possible view on the archival piece. That is why the superimposition of Rywka’s
photograph alters the image in Van Goethem’s publication: the top is cut off to remedy the overlap.
As for the differences in hues between the images, the digitalized files do not represent their physical
counterparts in an accurate way. Fig. 4, the image that is the result of my photographing the portrait, is for one much
warmer in color temperature than the others. Color temperature is measured in Kelvin: the higher this color temperature
the more blueish tones; the lower, the more reddish the tones become. When comparing fig. 2 and fig. 5, the yellow,
brownish tones of the paper provide a more equal, low color temperature. Van Goethem opted for the same kind of sepia
tint in his publication, to match with the historical look and feel of most of the passport photographs that have turned
sepia over time.

Fig. 5

Fig. 4
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From left to right: Louis Caun in 1922 and in 1942; Antje Simons in 1922 and in 1942.

4.2

Fig. 6

Caun-Simons

Apart from the deterioration of the physical images, a second type of aging can be determined in certain files: the aging
of the person to whom multiple portraits belong, thus rendering a chronological evolution. This is apparent in the file of
Louis Caun and his wife Antje Simons. Multiple portraits were glued into their files. Their green passports bear portraits
from the year 1922, when Louis was thirty and Antje was thirty-four years old. Another file is dated 20 May 1942. In this
file each image is glued double. Especially the images of Antje Simons have a bit of silver-mirroring. The portraits of
1922 have considerably more silver-mirroring problems, but the digitalized one is their latest portrait, from 1942 as it is
the most recent. They were registered in the Dossin Barracks 29 August 1942 and boarded the train of convoy VII that
departed the 1st of September 1942. Both perished on their way or in Auschwitz, according to the Belgian Official Journal
of November 1955. Antje must have died sometime in between 1 September and 11 September 1942, her husband
Louis has died in between 1 September 1942 and 1 June 1945. Louis Caun presumably lived longer, while Antje was
probably killed upon her arrival in Auschwitz, as it was common for women and children to be lead to the gas chambers
almost immediately after they had arrived. Healthy men, especially those younger than forty, were sometimes kept apart
to have them do heavy physical labour.
Comparing the younger and older photographs, Caun is easier to recognize as he looks straight into the camera
in both images. His light eyes seem to pierce through the paper or screen. He wears almost the same clothing: a tweed
suit with shirt and tie. His appearance is neat. Only his greyish, white hair gives away that he is much older than he was
in the first image. As for Antje, she looks quite different both in pose and clothing fashion in her respective photographs.
In the first image, she wears a fur scarf and a hat that covers her hair almost completely. She looks straight into the
camera in this image, while she does more of a 3/4 portrait pose in her later photograph, looking slightly to the side. Her
clothing is more suited for indoors, as she is wearing a necklace with beads and a dark-colored blouse or dress. Her hair
is shown in the second image and may be lighter than it seems in the first image.
As I looked for more information about the couple Caun-Simons, the Dutch website of the Jewish Memorial
(Joods Monument, retrieved 5-08-2019) provided me more visual sources than just these four passport photographs.
They add an extra layer to these abstract, more or less neutral portraits, as they show streets, cafés (fig. 7), boulevards
(fig. 8). Louis and Antje come to life in the company of their friends and family. These family pictures were uploaded by
their relative Lawrence Caun, whose the exact relation to the couple could not be determined. A few more images can be
found in the appendix (8.2). Suddenly the dead-pan, neutral passport image is complemented with a subjective, familiar,
human environment. The head is connected to a body. The identification of the couple becomes more complete with
these photographs from their family archive.
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Fig. 7 and 8

The reason why I chose the case of Louis Caun and Antje Simons, is because their immigration file offers a unique
insight in time. The juxtaposition of their respective passport portraits becomes an accolade that shows not only how the
physical photographs have aged, but also how the image subjects have changed. The look in their eyes as they begin
their life together in Antwerp versus how life has transformed them in twenty years. I am forced to imagine what must
have happened to them afterwards and what sort of portrait would have been their last one. As I mentioned before, Nazi
photographers used portraiture inside the camps in order to justify their classification (Lashmar, 2014: 74). DidiHuberman (2003) advocates that the unimaginable should be imagined, which led me to include Caun and Simons's
small time sequence that evoked the unimaginable so vividly for me.
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4.3

Emma Becker

The next case is similar and offers a more content-centered analysis, in which I will respect and adhere Husserl’s division
(2005) once more, but this time alongside Barthes ideas of connotation and denotation (1977). The following images are
different portraits of the same woman. Firstly, I will describe the pictures without any background information, without any
connotation that is. Both the rendition of what I observe in the image object and the physical image can be put into the
category of denotation, as they carry the primary photographic message, without a code. Consequently, I will delve
deeper into the images’ secondary code, which bears the historical and cultural connotation: a closer reading altogether.

From left to right: fig. 9, 10, 11 and 12 (below)

In these images we see a woman with blond hair, a fair complexion and light —
possibly blueish — eyes: the image object is aging throughout the pictures. We see
her as a young woman in fig. 9. The lighting is done professionally here, with very
diffuse light in order to rule out hard shadows. It adds an almost glamourous feel to
the photograph. Fig. 10 and 11 are two positives from the same negative. They
display the interior of a room in the background, while most other passport portraits
feature a monotone, sober background (e.g. 9 and 12). Especially the window on the
left side behind the woman creates a stark contrast with he darker parts on the right. This image was either made with a
backdrop of a window in the photographer’s studio or with a real window. The woman is wearing a dark coat. Her eyelids
and wrinkles a bit more pronounced than before. The last image (fig. 12) shows the same woman, but she has clearly
lost weight: her cheeks and eyes emit a hollow impression. Her hair is worn in a slightly looser fashion than in the other
images. Both her face and clothing display more angular, bony structures.
Apart from the woman who is depicted, the physical images themselves have also endured time, although some
have stayed in better shape than others. E.g. fig. 11 and 12 in particular suffer from the oxidation due to the staples in the
photographic material. On top of their rusty blemish, the images bear blue stamps, imprinted by the city’s administration.
Fig. 10 and 11 are two positives from the same negative. They show clear differences in frame ratio and deterioration:
figure 10 exposes more of the original image, as figure 11 is cut short a bit shorter and deals with spots of rust in the
image. The earliest portrait in this sequence would logically be fig. 9 — as the woman looks younger here —, even
though this photograph is seemingly the best preserved of all four. So far for a denotative reading of the images.
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Fig. 10 (repetition) and 13
The image subject of these four pictures is Emma Frieda Erna Becker who arrived in Antwerp with her husband in 1925.
She was born in Hannover, Germany. She is mother of three children: Anne Marie Ursula (°1916), Georg (°1924) and
Rolf (°1926). Her husband, Siegfried Salender, was born into a Jewish family in 1886. He was the eldest of three
brothers. Emma was not Jewish herself, which means that her children did not inherit their father’s religion, for Judaism
is traditionally passed along by the mother. With Adolf Hitler appointed Chancellor in 1933, Siegfried’s youngest brother
and his wife came to Antwerp as well, among many other German refugees (van Doorslaer, 2007: 53).
With this knowledge of the image subject, the identity of the woman depicted, comes more than you might see
at first glance. In search of more information on Emma Becker, I stumbled upon a hospital dismissal saying a certain
Anne Marie Ursula has left St. Maria Gasthuis, which was the hospital of Berchem at the time, 31 August 1942. This led
me to look up the file of Ursula, which included an image of her in the same studio as Emma Becker in fig. 10 and 11. It
quickly became clear that Ursula is the daughter of Siegfried and Emma, born in 1916 in Bremen. She was the first of
their three children, but this information is never mentioned in the exceptionally large, thirty-four page file of Emma
Becker. It is only by delving deeper in the family’s genealogy that I find the mentioning of the two sons, Georg (°1924)
and Rolf (°1926) in the Belgian Official Journal as they are naturalized respectively in July 1948 and December 1954.
Archival pieces only become accessible to the wider public if a person is known to be deceased or if the
person’s date of birth is more than a hundred years ago. This is true in Anne Marie Ursula Salender’s case as she was
born in 1916. This image of Ursula (fig. 13) is the only I one I managed to find of the Salender offspring. The
characteristic window in the background immediately drew my attention. This window has become familiar by now. On
top of the window that reoccurs, the furry shawl that is worn by Emma seems to be donned to her daughter too. Even her
hair is dressed in a similar manner. I daresay that the two women had these passport pictures taken together — sharing
the fur with one another — in the same studio, by the same photographer, as also the lighting does not change
drastically. A diffuse light with the key light coming from the right side of the photograph is seen twice. The image of
Ursula is used in her immigrant’s file on May 4 1940. This implies that also the image of Emma Becker might have been
taken before May 1940, even though she uses the portrait in later documents.
The earliest portrait of Emma (fig. 9) is used in a document in 1925, stating the arrival of the Salender couple in
Antwerp. Emma is not yet thirty-two in this photograph. The portrait with the window (fig. 10 and 11) is used in
documents that are dated February and December 1945, but they are presumably taken before May 1940 as this is
indicated by Ursula’s earlier immigration file. The portrait rather emits health and a possibly even rich life which the fur
seems to hint at. Emma’s most recent portrait (fig. 12) is used in her identity card that was issued 16 November 1944 as
a result of a ministerial letter in October 1944 that asked for Germans to be erased from the population register. Purely
looking at these appointed dates, one would say that the chronological order is fig. 9, fig. 12, and fig. 10. Looking at the
appearance of Emma, one tends to think otherwise, as is mentioned above in the explanation of the image object.
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In May and June 1940, France was battling against the German invasion. The Fall of France happened after
Ursula and Emma presumably had their portraits taken together. Soon after, Siegfried Salender was deported to France.
French deportation documents say he was held at Camp de Gurs in France (ushmm, retrieved 11-08-2019). At a certain
point he must have been taken to Drancy, where he left with convoy 28 to Auschwitz, on 4 September 1942. His brother
Walter had already embarked convoy 17, 10 August 1942 (ushmm, retrieved 11-08-2019). Siegfried died in Auschwitz
between 4 September 1942 and the 1st of June, 1945. Walter too did not survive the concentration camp. Their middle
brother, Friedrich, survived the war with his wife Irmgard Ida Horrowitz, and had fled to Buenos Aires, Argentina, where
he died in 1952. This background information sheds a new light on the life of Emma, as she was parted from her
husband in 1940, sometime after the taking of her second portrait (fig.10). Her last portrait (fig. 12) shows how the war
has treated her: she appears with hollow cheeks, cheaper clothing, having lost her husband in the very first hour.
Moreover, other documents in Emma Becker’s file show that her situation was even worse: let us not forget that
she is a German. From the day that Germany invaded Belgium, she was cornered in an utterly contradictory position.
She was the wife of a Jew, but not a Jew herself. She bears the nationality that makes her an enemy of everyone that
surrounds her, while her husband was described as a stateless subject, from German origin in documents from 1941
(van Doorslaer, 2007: 390). Yet Emma Becker is not Jewish and is therefore still regarded as German, putting her in a
most unfortunate position. Her identity card is suspended in November 1944; she is erased from the register. Her identity
papers only last three months until she should renew them. In May 1945 a letter is sent to make sure that Emma
Becker’s identity is checked, her nationality too and, lastly, her property should be inspected. The law decree of 23
August 1944 states that the Belgian government is allowed to imprison people they esteem hostile during the war and to
conduct the sequestration of possessions of those enemies. Emma is regarded as an enemy because of her nationality,
while she should be considered a victim.
As Becker was the lawful wife of a Jewish victim of the war, the non-profit organization ‘Hulp Aan Joodsche
Slachtoffers Van Den Oorlog’ claimed in their letter to the city council of Antwerp on 3 July 1945 that she too should be
given an identity card that is marked ‘non-enemy’. Previously, she had asked for it to be changed to its former state, but
they declined her this statute and had given her a card with model ‘C’ in November 1944. This is why the Belgian Jewish
Committee stepped in to defend the rights of Salender’s widow. Her card was eventually restored in December 1945,
back to the original position as it was 10 May 1940 —as was the case for many people with the same complication —,
but which meant there were still many restrictions. The immigration policy after WWII did not change but rather continued
its policy as it was right before the war — with a heightened suspicion and fright towards immigrants. The Belgian
government associated immigrants and public order as closely after the war as the Germans did during the occupation
(van Doorslaer, 2007: 1029). Still, it is unclear whether Becker could profit from the — almost inaccessible —
compensations that Belgium provided to war victims after the war.

The case of Emma Becker was one that I remembered clearly from when I was digitalizing the file. At first I was surprised
to have stumbled upon a German, which is a stigma she must have carried during the war. I was struck by how unjust
she had been treated: having lost her husband to the nazi regime, but being treated as traitor by those very nazi
Germans themselves and perceived as enemy by the Belgian public security. The country she had fled to for safety was
no help either. The double tragedy that she must have endured can be read in her immigration file and between the
passport images that they bear. It is only right that she was eventually supported by ‘Hulp Aan Joodsche Slachtoffers van
den Oorlog’ .
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4.4 Minnie Gosher

Fig. 14
The above compilation of fingerprints is only a small fraction of the total amount of fingerprints that are part of many
immigrant’s files. Not all files have fingerprints, though. It is quite remarkable that immigrants had to give an impression
of their fingerprint in their identity files. This practice was normally only reserved for criminals, but immigrant’s files have a
spot at the bottom of a page where the fingerprint is supposed to come: the right index finger of the husband on the left
and the same finger of the wife on the right (fig. 16). If there is no such space provided, the fingerprint is made on the
side of the paper (all examples in fig. 15). Immigrant’s in general were viewed as possible terrorists ever since the end of
the 19th century: anarchists were considered on the loose and people feared for public order. Belgium was a pioneer in
Europe concerning the tracking of citizens’ whereabouts: each move had to be registered (Caestecker, 2009: 4).
Apart from pioneering in such seemingly neutral
administrative matters, it was mentioned above that Belgium
was also first to establish a mug shot policy around 1843
(Kennedy, 2006). The suspicion that surrounds the Belgian
administrative policy is enforced by the fact that fingerprints
were a necessary element in the immigrants’ files. If they
would have had a privacy commission, like we do nowadays,
they would have protested against such deprivations. Since
April 2019 fingerprints are back on ID’s in Belgium — even
Fig. 15

though the fingerprint information can only be held for three
months —, it is a measure widely disapproved (Belga, 2018).
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Fig. 16 and 17
The two portraits above make the association with criminal policies, in particular the mug shot, strikingly clear. The
woman depicted is shown faced forward and in profile just like a criminal photograph normally shows at least two sides of
a felon in order to rule out all doubts about their identity. Fig. 16 and 17 are two different passport photos, used in
different files, but the unchanged hairdo and clothing in the images suggest that these images were made in one shoot.
If the Belgian government was already suspicious of migrants who lived on Belgian territory, as is illustrated by
the fingerprint procedure, then it was even more skeptical of people who wished and requested to live in Belgium.
Similarly, difficult procedures are followed for those who wish to live and work in the USA for example. Green cards are
the entrance ticket for immigrants, yet they show more than just one’s identity. There are more processes behind the
identity card: they are an instrument of the existing powers. Kumar describes the technology used by the state, such as
photography and fingerprint recognition, as depicting newcomers as ‘threatening undesirables’ (2000, 41). Photography
emerged from its use in prisons, for criminal records and was transferred to other institutions too, such as the
Immigration and Naturalization Service (Tagg, 1993). This particular history of the medium (as described in 2.1) still
lingers subliminally. The last case focuses on this very problem: the skeptical stance of the Belgian Immigration Service.
The case of Minnie Gosher (fig. 20 and 21) tells the tale of the administrative hassle one had — and has, as
Kumar says — to go through. Minnie was married to Maurice Asystent, a diamond trader, and lived in Antwerp since
1919. Together they had two sons: Benny Leon (°1923) and Aser (°1926), both born in Antwerp. They left Belgium in May
1940, as did many others who hoped to find a safer place in France. Unfortunately, they did not. Minnie had left with her
family, only to have her husband and youngest son deported with convoy 69 from Drancy 7 March 1944. She never
heard of them again. Her eldest son, Leon, was executed by the Germans on 3 April 1944. Minnie Gosher was taken
prisoner in five different camps and eventually ended up in the prison of Limoges. But her endurance did not stop
together with the war.
After the end of the war, Minnie still had a personal battle to fight with the Belgian administration. After her
captivity in the prison of Limoges, she resided in Monaco. 17 December 1945 she wrote a letter to the Belgian Embassy
in Monaco. The police of Borgerhout replied in March 1946 (in 8.4) that Minnie did not have any concerns in the city, and
therefore her return could only be indulged if she would be able to support herself, and does not burden the Belgian
government or local services in any way. She would have to have her own accommodations. After three months of
waiting, Minnie Gosher’s request to return to Belgium was rejected. 15 April 1946, she tried to submit her question again,
this time providing all the information the Belgian administration seemed to long for: she would stay with her niece and
nephew who could provide for her. She wrote the letter in French and English (fig. 19), in order to make sure that her
case would be reconsidered seriously. In a corner on one of the papers’ backside, she wrote ‘après les experiences
(détraquantes) funestes que j’ai subies (…)’ which translates into ‘after the (wrecking) disastrous experiences I have
suffered’ (fig. 18). This piece of text, however small and abstract, is a try-out in articulating the horrors she lived through
— an impossible mission. At last, 16 May 1946, Minnie was registered as residing in Antwerp by the city's administration.
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Fig. 18

Fig. 19
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5

Interpretation

This chapter is a further interpretation of the four cases that were described in the analysis. Even though, these four
cases are by no means statistically representative, they nevertheless shed a new light on the whole set of immigration
files and the whereabouts of their passport portraits.

5.1

Aging in twofold

As discussed above, the passports at FelixArchief have aged quite a bit by now. One of the reasons for their digitalization
is the fact that they are deteriorating at a high speed. The paper they are glued onto is thin and fragile, with torn sides
sometimes. The photographic paper is slightly thicker than the administrative sheet, but growing feeble all the same. This
is why the physical files are normally kept safe in humidity-controlled spaces with low temperatures in order to keep them
in a stable environment that aims to prevent oxidation. The digital files do not age as drastically — yet — as they have
been scanned recently. But another aging process takes place within these files. Sometimes more than one passport
picture can be found in a file that compiles previous administration as well. When a person has multiple images, as was
the case for Malka Goldman (fig. 4 and 5), not only the aging of the physical object is visible, but also the aging of the
image subject becomes clear.
Aging happens on different levels in these portraits. In Malka Goldman’s case, it was already pointed out that
differences in colors are visible between the analogue and digital file. The prime difference is the surface on which her
image is presented to the viewer. In the one you can gently stroke the fragile paper, hoping you do not leave any marks
of fingerprints. The chemicals and deteriorating photographic paper generate a sort of roughened, granular surface.
There is even a bit of contour, because the photograph of Rywka Apperman on top of her daughter’s creates another
(physical) layer in the document — however subtle it may be. The analogue file smells of old, yet not dusty, cardboard
and books. It smells more like a cellar if anything, possibly because of the cool temperature of the paper. In the case of
the digital file, the surface is the screen with pixels, beaming its light through the glass. There is no contour to be found,
the image is even flatter than it already was, yet you can dive into an image by zooming in. The digital screen as a
magnifying glass would be an interesting path to follow, but the images are not in digitalized in such a high resolution so
a zoomed-in part pixelates quite quickly. As for the smell, the screen does not transmit an explicit odour from itself. It is
fair to say that the analogue file has aged visibly, while the digital counterpart is brought alive precisely to preserve the
file even when the object has deteriorated.
The analysis of the files of Malka Goldman, Caun-Simons and Becker shows the aging process of both the
material photograph and the image subject within the portrait. In Malka Goldman’s case emphasis is put on the denoted
physical image, while in Emma Becker’s file, the focus shifts more towards a connoted reading of the aging of both the
object and the subject image. Minnie Gosher’s case did not spontaneously open up to another aging analysis, but paved
the path for a more connotative reading.

5.2

Villain or victim

If with Emma Becker’s file the study tended increasingly more towards a context-based research, then Minnie Gosher’s
case was nearly exclusively connotative and based on supplementary texts. Both women have been treated with great
suspicion because of their alien nationality. This might have been worse for Becker, who, as a German, was perceived as
an enemy of the state. Belgian legislation and the Antwerp administration treated her accordingly even though she lost
her husband in the Shoah. She was left behind, but at least she was lucky enough to be able to stay in Antwerp.
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Minnie Gosher, then, provided a reading to show how people were obstructed to return to their hometown..
Minnie had lived in Antwerp since 1919; her two children were Belgian-born. Yet still this was not enough reason for the
Belgian administration to act properly — or I daresay — morally. How ethical is it to first reject a widowed woman who
has also lost her two sons in the war, only to then admit her back in her hometown if she can prove that she would not be
of any burden to the state? Both Becker and Gosher were treated as a villain, rather than as a victim by the authorities.

5.3

Widow witnesses

Three out of the four cases that I touched upon concern a widow, but such a thing was not visible at first glance. When
looking at the immigrant’s files of Malka, Emma and Minnie, it was not immediately clear that they were widowed. Some
of their files date back to a time from before their husband died: the time of their arrival in Belgium, sometimes even to
before they were married. Malka, who was explicitly specified as ‘veuve’ on the transportation list in Mechelen, might not
even have been a widow, as her husband was supposedly deported at a later time from Drancy. Her husband Arje
Aberbach may, unknowingly, have been a widower and not vice versa. Their being a widow almost simultaneously turns
them into a witness. This is especially true for both Emma Becker and Minnie Gosher, who survived the war and lived to
tell the tale. Their archival files start before the war and end only after a most unpleasant administrative aftermath.
Looking at the content of these files, having articulated their similarities and differences, there is still
one striking difference in the present habitat of these four portraits. The approximately two hundred files that I scanned
prior to this study, were digitalized in order to further complete the memorial wall in Kazerne Dossin (fig. 20). But this
large selection I digitalized included also passports and cases of people that were only related to the missing portraits,
such as offspring or parents, a husband or wife that is inserted into the same file. As can be seen in the list of names
(appendix), one inventory number represents one file and only one person was indicated or searched for to be added on
the wall.
I thus scanned, and presently studied, people who were not missing from the memorial wall. They were not
searched for, because only deportees from Mechelen are depicted in the monument and not family that was left behind.
E.g. Siegfried Salender was deported, his portrait was added. His widow, Emma Becker, has her information in the same
file, located under the same inventory number, and is therefore digitalized as well. She survived, but as she was not
deported, her portrait is not added to the memorial wall. The same thing happened with Minnie Gosher, who had fled to
France with her family and who was not deported herself, yet whose entire family was murdered during the war. Her late
husband, Maurice Asystent was deported and, consequently, he was added to the wall. It seems that the widows are on
the losing side of historical representation here, even though this is a situation with only victims and no winners.

Fig. 20
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6

Conclusion

Whereas Van Goethem focuses on the silence that surrounds the year 1942, I would like to put emphasis on the hushed
history, the muffled witnessing of the widows, widowers, relatives who were not deported. I say hushed and muffled,
because their testimony is not entirely silent, as some survivors have shared their stories by writing books, or other forms
of testimony. Yet their voice seems to echo less when it comes to authorities in this field, especially concerning the visual
representation in the memorial museum of Kazerne Dossin. Evidently, this museum puts great emphasis on its history as
a deportation base. But with the ‘Give Them A Face’-project, many victims seem to be excluded. The focus is only on
those 25.846 who were deported.
Questions can be raised about the institution of the war museum and the (im)possibility of an exhaustive
representation of war victims. On the one hand, this is due to the way the archive’s inventory is built: indicating a file to
one name while there might be information on several family members. One has to dig deep into the files to distract all
this information, because it is not always visible in the description of a file. On the other hand, the war museum in which
the portraits are given a secondary function selects in such a way that the visual installation serves the museum’s own
history of deportation — an evident and necessary decision. But can it be done more inclusively?
Stylianou-Lambert (2015) elaborates on how war museums shape photographs: headshots of heroes and
martyrs in black and white ‘seem to pursue more emotional than photojournalistic purposes’ (186). The images show
living people, not the violent and bloody atrocities of war, which adds to the strength of such images (Barthes, 1993).This
description immediately evokes the monumental portrait wall of Kazerne Dossin (fig. 20). The majority of these portraits
is a passport photo, the minority is taken from family archives and donations, leaving little context visible in the images
themselves. The pictures are faces and faces only: there is a ‘lack of information’ and the viewer is asked to imagine the
pain and horror they have endured, their mourning families, and everything else that is too cruel to imagine (StylianouLambert, 2015: 186). And ‘although memorial museums typically aim to put a “human face” on tragedy, the end result
can be depersonalization, insofar as the person or people depicted are often received as little more than representative
sacrificial victims of historical narrative’ (Williams, 2007: 73).
The memorial wall in Kazerne Dossin is a visual representation: spread over five floor levels, a whole wall of the
museum is filled with the 25.846 deportees’ faces, some of whom the portrait is still missing. With the project ‘Give Them
A Face’, the deportees’ portraits become a personal and a collective representation of the events that took place in
Kazerne Dossin. A portrait can be regarded from a personal point of view in the sense that museum guides can point
every individual out, but not all stories have been retrieved or researched as this is a never-ending process. The viewer
has to engage independently with the portraits in order to not just view the installation as the visualization of a large
collection of people, but rather to take another stance and approach it as a tragic cave-painting. But what about the faces
we do not see?
What happens to Emma and Minnie, and all those who were not deported but are still victims of the war? It
seems as if their testimony is not represented, as if their witnessing is less important because they were not deported. As
if they were not victims because they survived. On top of the 25.846 deportees, many more must have suffered from the
war’s atrocities in their own way. Yet their testimony appears to be hushed by history.
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